
Recorded speech was measured from a vibrating glass surface at the system imaging
rate of 650 Hz.

The transient acoustic content is shown as the lowest harmonic of speaker’s words in
the sample spectrogram. Each of the vertical responses demonstrate impulses in the
recorded audio.

Pure 55 Hz tones were generated from a nearby source across several material surfaces.
Two sample power spectra illustrate the signal response to the increase in driving
acoustic volume.

Detector acceleration measurements show no evidence that local instrument vibrations
had affected polarization measurements illustrated in the acceleration power spectra.

The detected signals show no time-varying artifacts in the frequency domain as
illustrated by a sample spectrogram.

Signal responses were measured against the increase in driving amplitude and across a
variety of materials with differing properties as seen below.

These system tests have demonstrated that the measured signals may be approximated
as a linear shift invariant system
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Small surface vibrations imparted from both internal and external driving acoustics, such as
speech, machinery, or structural modes results in observable changes to the degree of linear
polarization from light reflected off common materials such as windows, painted surfaces, and
metals.

Fast optical measurements of changes in the degree of linear polarization allows these surface
vibrations to act as local remote microphones for both infrasound and audible acoustic
content.

The technology allows for both passive and active illumination measurements and is largely
unsusceptible to common-mode noise sources (e.g. scintillation and local vibration).

Physically the polarization signal allows for broadband sampling suggested by an analysis of
several materials and is well preserved through atmospheric turbulence because of its
forward scattering nature.
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Introduction

Applications to Space Situational Awareness
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Terrestrial Experiments 

RSOs have been documented to experience measured vibrations from both active
subsystems1 and environmental changes2

Previous ground-based observations have demonstrated unambiguous oscillatory behavior in 
the measurements of GEO satellites3

The technique is expected to act as tool for passive identification and characterization of 
satellites in both resolved and non-resolved sensing regimes   

Acoustic experiments were performed both indoors and outdoors with both passive and
active illumination on acoustically driven surfaces with varying physical characteristics
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Conclusions

The diagram illustrates the basic premise where nearby audio speakers generate vibrations across various sample
materials which reflect either active illumination sources or ambient light. These vibrations are then optically sampled
by a remote imaging instrument and acoustic content is recovered from the time-series measurements of the degree of
linear polarization.

Volumes for measuring signal responsivity ranged from 75 dB (loud conversation) – 95 dB (food processor) at
a sensing distance of 50 meters

Volumes for measuring recorded speech ranged from 70 – 80 dB at a sensing distance of 50 meters

All of the experiments experienced an artificial detection threshold of 65 dB from the ambient acoustic
environment

The instrument utilizes a 10” feed telescope and two separate
synchronized CMOS detectors split by a polarizing cube beam splitter.

Samplings rates up to 650 Hz are supported by external shutter
synchronization where laboratory testing has demonstrated no significant
delays or artifacts in the time and frequency domains.

An accelerometer attached to the instrument has strongly suggested that
the optical measurements have not been a result of local detector
vibrations.

55 Hz, SNR = 4.2 dB
55 Hz, SNR = 13.26 dB

120 Hz 120 Hz 

Measuring the degree of linear polarization from reflected light at high sampling rates
reveals acoustic content from distant object surfaces.

The acoustic signals may be quasi-steady within the infrasound regime such as
ambient machinery or complex and transient within the audible range such as
speech.

The measured signals may be sampled passively by broadband EO/IR sensors where
the measurement geometry is not restricted to surface normals.
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